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This is the 2nd album from Quantic’s live funk band and it follows hot on the heels of the widely acclaimed Quantic “Mishaps Happening” album. As with the Quantic solo album, this latest project is licensed exclusively to Ubiquity for the US. The Quantic Soul Orchestra make killer funk with enough bottom-end to burn any dance floor, and the album features several tracks with the super powerful vocals of Alice Russell.

“The hottest motherf%ker out there,”

XLR8R

“Mashes fiery horns, tasty guitar riffs and cookin’ percussion,”

Vibe

“Most musicians can only dream about creating mishaps like this,”

YRB

“Putting something back” is how Will Holland described the reason for starting The Quantic Soul Orchestra. After releasing electronic albums as Quantic he wanted to work on a strictly live project, to put the funk back in it, and pay homage to a genre that heavily influenced his releases. He wanted to record and produce an album with creative and like minded musicians. With todays pop acts using hip hop beats heavily influenced by funk records from the 70’s the QSO aim to show that funk is well and truly alive in the new millenium - by making music that is rough, raw, and real, flaunting a deep funk sound bouyed by great songs, heavy bass lines, cracking drums, and a full horn section. From the driving “Pushin On”, the Latin-tinged version of “Feelin’ Good”, Arthur Verocai-like “Paintings and Journeys”, and the infectious “Hold On Tight” this is essential listening. Apart from “Pushin On” which was released on limited 7”, all tracks are brand new and exclusive.

The Quantic “Mishaps Happening” album ended up in many “Best of” lists for 2004, was a #1 record at KCRW, tracks were featured on CSI Miami, the Pepsi iTunes ad campaign, and was given thumbs up by everyone from Vibe to XLR8R.
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